GLOBAL DAY OF LEARNING - CLINICAL SKILLS Training

Dr Anuradha N, Principal of the Elite School of Optometry, delivered a session in the "World Council of Optometry's- Eyes around the world" on the "Global day of learning". This live stream targeted practicing optometrists and educators around the world. Scheduled on Nov 20th 2021, she spoke about the unique ways of "Clinical skills training" that ESO implemented during COVID-19 lockdown. This session was part of the "Virtual Teaching and Learning Strategies during the COVID-19 Pandemic" co-presented with optometry educators from the University of Melbourne, MAHE, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Ngee Ann Polytechnic, Singapore and Singapore Polytechnic University. This entire event was a continuous 24- hour event to reach out to optometric practitioners and educators

1. Speaker: Dr Jia Jia Lek, Institution: University of Melbourne, Topic: Collaborative learning
3. Speaker: Dr Anuradha Narayanan, Institution: Elite School of Optometry, Topic: Clinical Skills Training
4. Speaker: Dr Jessica Neuville, Institution: The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Topic: Take-home & Online exams
5. Speaker: Ms Lim Hui Shan, Institution: Singapore Polytechnic, Topic: Online Simulated Clinic
Tips for remote proctoring

- Schedule a rehearsal
- Student to proctor ratio
- Record the examination
- Connect devices to power supply
- Conduct room scan before exam starts
- Provide a communication channel
Reports Of Cheating At Colleges Soar During The Pandemic
August 27, 2021 - 6:00 AM ET

How college students learned new ways to cheat during pandemic remote schooling
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Cheating firms offer to attend Chinese students' online courses
Agencies charge between $600 and $1,500 to complete an entire module including assessments
Students’ Feedback (n = 56)

I enjoyed peer learning and benefited from the feedback from my lecturer during case discussion 96% agreed

I found the post-OSC assignments to be beneficial to my learning 83% agreed